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Mike Abrashoff Client Testimonials 
 
“Mike Abrashoff recently spoke at our annual Summit and we have had many, many, amazing 
reviews from our franchisees. Mike customized his presentation to hit a bull’s eye around our learning 
objectives.  We have been challenged with helping our team with knowledge, skills and actionable 
tools to connect with the wide range of generations we have in our system.  Though Mike’s core 
message was about extraordinary leadership, he really drove home key learnings on how to connect 
with anyone – regardless of their generational viewpoint!   He was amazingly easy to work with and 
we all loved how low-key he was.  Mike’s message is great for everyone and he gave our coaches 
many actionable items to take back into their studios.  We LOVED working with Mike and would 
definitely hire him again!”  —Amanda Avila, Events Manager, Orangetheory Fitness  
 
“Mike Abrashoff’s address to our group in Denver was spot-on. It was quite evident that he had 
worked to include information regarding our company, our markets and in particular, our Project 
Managers Forum objectives and attendee backgrounds into the content of his presentation. Several 
people commented to me that they found his story inspiring and relevant. As I mentioned earlier, this 
was the third time I heard Mike tell his story. It seems that each time I pull something more from the 
information he shares.”   – Facilities Manager, URS   
 
 “You gave a memorable and enjoyable keynote speech that was enjoyed by all. Thank you for 
making our owners understand that they are the captains of their own destiny and that they need to 
take all action needed to succeed.  You did a great job setting the tone for the rest of the convention.”  
– Kevin G. Sinclair, CEO, Wireless Zone   
 
“We have never had such positive feedback so you very much exceeded our expectations.  You were 
quoted numerous times throughout the remainder of the conference which says people took your 
message to heart and will put it to work in their everyday jobs – exactly what we aimed for!”    
– Director of Staffing, Employee Relations & Development, Denbury Resources   
 
“The "day after" is over and the impact is reverberating throughout the organization.” I truly appreciate 
the effort you obviously made to incorporate our issues and to position the call to action for them as 
leaders of teams. The feedback was clear -- your presentation ranked #1 for most valuable . . . count 
me a fan.”    
– Head of Marketing and Corporate Affairs, North America, Nokia Siemens Networks    
 
“Mike Abrashoff's remarkable story regarding the transformation of USS Benfold was extremely well 
received and appreciated by our event participants, who found great inspiration and practicality in his 
remarks. These are challenging times for many and his perspective on leadership and leading during 
difficult times is timely as well as thought-provoking.” – California Bankers Association   
 
“The feedback was overwhelmingly positive! I personally have never listened to a better speaker. 
Your message was tailor made for my team and I look forward to discussing future opportunities with 
you. Thank you so very much Mike.”  – VP, TransCanada Energy Operations   
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“I wanted to let you know what an amazing speaker and presentation Mr. Abrashoff gave! It was a 
pleasure listening to him.”  – Program Analyst, SAO East   
 
“Your insightful leadership guided us through a thorough, engaging and thoughtful examination of our 
current “state of the union” as well as our visions and expectations for the future.  We have been 
inspired by your call for collaboration and are excited to bring your teachings forward with us into the 
future.” – Laurence Gumina, CEO, Ohio Presbyterian Retirement Services  
 
 
 
“Any audience that cares about leadership, culture, change management, performance and teamwork 
would benefit immensely from your presentation.  Our group enjoyed not only your message, but also 
your presentation style.  Needless to say, you received very high ratings in our post-conference 
survey.”    
– Steve Perlowski, Vice President, Industry Affairs & Member Relations, National Association of 
Chain Drug Stores   
 
“He was fabulous! A big hit and hit the nail on the head with our meeting theme- was the perfect end 
to the week.” – VP of IT, Underwriters Lab    
 
“THANK YOU for visiting City of Hope!  Our team of leaders was inspired by your sessions and many 
have emailed me or stopped me on campus to share how they can apply relevant learnings.  We 
have ordered another 100 books and many will be taking the time to read the book in larger teams.  
We are creating an internal blog where leaders can share with others how they are creating 
organizational transformation through grass roots managerial efforts.  Thank you again for helping us 
drive organizational change and evolving our efforts to build a more accountable culture!”    
– Chief Human Resources Officer, City of Hope, Duarte, CA   
 
“[Mike Abrashoff] was fantastic! He was extremely generous with his time, and he was absolutely the 
right person for what we wanted to accomplish.” - BP Exploration, Inc.   
 
“Conference ended today with a bang.  You were by far the best presenter!”   
– Josh Linkner, CEO / Managing Partner, Detroit Venture Partners, LLC  
  
“Thank you for following up – we really enjoyed Mike’s presentation and the audience feedback was 
outstanding!  He really kick started our day with a bang and we were pleased to have him as part of 
our agenda.” – HR Specialist, Intel   
 
“It went fantastic.  Full house and everyone raved.  He is one of the best speakers on leadership and 
management I have seen in a very long time.”  - Senior Manager, Event Services, Ingram Micro   
“Everything went great!  Mike was probably the best speaker we have ever had at one of our events!”   
– Geoff Graves, Fugate Enterprises   
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“Thank you for making sure that your speech ‘connected’. The way you were able to make your 
points align with the roles of the sales reps/ field trainers was spot-on. I suspect this will not be the 
end of your relationship with Teva.” – CNS Training Specialist, Teva   
 
“Your presentation in New Orleans was outstanding. Not only was it the highest rated of the week 
(4.95 out 5), it was timely, inspirational and informative.  Your accomplishments represent the 
pinnacle of achievement through the belief in and entrustment of people.”  
– Sales Trainer, Nexstar, Inc.   
 
“Mike - Your scores were almost flawless (save for one single 1-point deduction from an audience 
member), and the highest I’ve ever seen in my tenure at Evanta. Audience feedback included:   
 
‘Wonderful Presentation - Very appropriate for senior IT Leaders;’ ‘Excellent! Very Motivating;’ ‘One of 
the most inspirational speeches I have ever heard. Outstanding selection;’ ‘Very inspiring and thought 
provoking speech;’ ‘Michael was incredible! Dead on target;’ ‘Awesome! Loved Michael’s talk and 
can't wait to read his book.’ As far as constructive feedback goes, there wasn’t any – only glowing 
reviews were left on the evaluation sheets. Again, thank you so much for speaking! We were lucky to 
have you on board for the Houston CIO Executive summit.” – Content Director, Evanta  
 
“I felt he nailed the message we were asking him to present, a true home run for our evening. Mike 
truly has a commanding presence, yet he was perceived as talking with our leaders, not at or down to 
them. Our team was so dialed into his message with rapt attention that at one point I heard a piece of 
silverware dropped in the kitchen it was so quiet. Besides the power of Mike’s message and 
leadership philosophy, we also wanted Mike because we felt he had the flexibility to be on the big 
stage, or in the more relaxed environment we had at The House of Blues. After his presentation, I 
appreciated that Mike took time for questions, then stuck around to personalize books and speak with 
our team. We only took two small boxes of his books back to the hotel as almost everyone wanted 
theirs immediately and wanted it personalized. I truly could not have been more pleased or 
impressed.” – Head of Strategy & Growth, Dealer Channel, Syngenta   
 
“Mike was a great fit for our program and we are getting overwhelmingly positive ratings on our 
postsummit survey. Thank you!” -Executive Director, Meetings & Events, Marshberry   
“I have received a ton of anecdotal feedback, people bringing up how much they liked you and your 
speech and message.  One thing that came across was that you were very “real” and very down to 
earth - that is important to our audience.  I think your ability to interweave the hospital and healthcare 
environment into your speech went a long way toward connecting with the audience.”  
– Managing Director, Lincoln Healthcare   
 
“Everyone loved Mike. He got a standing ovation. First time I’ve seen a keynote receive one in my 
history with ADESA.”         
– Automotive Dealer Exchange Services of America   
 
“I just wanted to send a note and thank you for the very inspiring and humbling presentation you 
shared with us yesterday. I was in the audience in Oregon, so not there in person, but of all of the 
professional speakers I have seen, you by far were the most inspirational.  Your experience and story 
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are well worth sharing, and I plan to pick up your book this weekend.  All the best to you.”    -Finance 
& IT Staffing Manager, Intel   
 
“Abrashoff killed yesterday!!! Awesome!!!” – CEO, Iron Union Group   
 
“Everyone loved Mike.  He was a huge hit and his message certainly resonated with our team.”    
– Lesley Andersen, OMERS Private Equity, Inc.   
 
“Mike did an amazing job and much appreciated. Thank you!”      
– Victoria MacDonald, VP, Human Resources, Marketwired   
 
 
“We have asked Mike Abrashoff to speak to our team twice now and he is in high demand for a third 
appearance.  His message and coaching around leadership is perfect for every level of management 
in our organization ranging from the General Managers of our stores right up to our CEO.  Mike 
provides practical advice sprinkled with some entertaining stories from his days as Captain of the 
USS Benfold.  Our time spent with Mike has been invaluable and we look forward to working with him 
again.” – Sam Chamberlain, Chief Operating Officer, FIVE GUYS 
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